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My’invention-frel'aisesv to 'ih'e weaving (if-‘pile 
‘fabrics and comprises a hé‘yel process ‘for fria-kiixg 
a dqubie pile fabric’ comprised" of ‘we *fa'irirics 
*(ea‘ch' 'comprising’iwo series‘‘ (‘if bihdi'rig' 
threads, one series v"of staffer warp mews’, 
weft yarns) "-cerin'eciied‘by one or more?ir'efer 
3ably =two>)'-series of plil’é Warps boimiio-ii 1&6 biibh 
‘fabrics! 'TheH-fabricfprpduced by “ the ‘1p geese 
Comprises a doiible jab‘ri‘c composedei 13w‘ ‘ irig‘le 
ffabries‘each containing igi'iiolsetsdf ‘bih?er wares, 
*a set of 's?uffer ywar'ps'i-and; pairs'lof ‘?ller ~01“ were 
‘threads, 'j’o'he' ?wor "single-‘fabrics "being Mf??ed’ >59 

‘threadsi'commen to bd’ch'fabricsi' A Ira-seman 
:m thehboi/e desgtripiibh??ti iapr'tiees‘s' =df- 'i’l'iékiflg 
it are “disclosed- in lie?’?ersff’ateht‘ifor a-iéom 
adapted-1 to weave 'such'a‘, fabric,‘ No". 2,285,1'19'3 
sued to ‘me ‘ June ‘9, “1942, ‘(m ‘an‘ abpii'ca't'iidri ?ied 
‘May ‘231, ,1941QS'8Y. NO.7394,409, alSd lii‘r _ _ I , "seem 

‘No. 439,831. "The ‘present invéntiori; however; 
is animprovemen?‘jdn the-prdeess deseribédiiri 
'sa‘idmatent‘ andie'nrtiddies' ether "featiir‘es that‘; are 
?erei?a‘rfter deseribed and» claimed. 
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stuifer warp of the upper fabric; f the stuffer 
warp of the lower fabric; g and h the weft yarns 
of the upper fabric; 2' and a‘ the weft yarns of 
the lower fabric; 172 and n the pile warps, each of 
which is common to both fabrics. 
The warp heddles are manipulated to form 

four sheds having one arrangement of warps al 
ternating with four sheds having another ar 
rangement of warps. In Fig. 2, the four sheds 
are formed ‘by the several warps. as follows: 

( 1) Between binder warp a and stuffer warp e‘. 
(2) Between pile warp m and binder warp b. 
(3) Between binder warp 'c and pile warp n. 
(4) Between stuifer warp)‘ and binder warp d. 
The alternate sheds, illustrated in Fig. 3, are 

formed as follows: , 

(5) Between binder warp b and stuffer warp e. 
(6) Between pile warp n and binder warp a; 
(7) Between binder warp d and pile warp m.. 
(8) Between stu?‘er warp J‘ and binder warp c; 

_ At each side of the loom ‘are provided two weft 
yarn supplies. In one speci?c embodiment of the 
process, a, bobbin carrying a supply of weft yarn 
g and a bobbin carrying a supply of weft yarn 2' 
are arranged at one side (say the left side) of 
the loom; and a bobbin carrying a supply of weft 
yarn hand a bobbin carrying a supply of weft 
yarn j are arranged at the other side of the loom. 
Shuttles 0,;p, r and s are provided for the four 
warp sheds. Each shuttle is of the type, herein; 
before described, shown and described in. my said 
patent. ‘ , 

After one beat of the lay and the formation of 
sheds I, 2, 3 and 4 hereinbefore described, shuttle 
o engages the supply of yarn g and, traveling 
from left to right, pulls a double pick thereof 
through shed I; shuttle p engages the supply of 
yarn h and, traveling from right to left, pulls a 
double pick thereof through shed 2; shuttle r 
engages the supply of yarn i and, traveling from 
left. to right, pulls a double pick thereof through 
shed 3; and shuttle sengages the supply of yarn 7‘ 
and, traveling from right to left, pulls a double 
pick thereof through shed 4. All the shuttles 
travel simultaneously. . ; 

.Each .of the shuttles, after it completes‘ its 
traverse, releases the weft that it -has pulled 
through the described warp shed. - \ 

The paths of .the four. shuttles, in their de 
scribed traverse' of the loom, are, of course, at J 
different levels. Immediately after the four shut 
tles traverse the loom as described, shuttle o is 
dropped from the uppermost level to-the next 
level below it and shuttle‘ p is raised from the 
latter levelto the uppermost level; while shuttle s - 
is lifted from the lowest level to the next level 
above it and shuttle r is dropped from the latter 
level to the lowest level. .. 
. -After the next beat of the lay and the forma 
tion of sheds 5, 6, ‘I andr8 hereinbefore described, 
shuttlep engages thesupply of yarn g and, trav 
eling from left to right pulls a double pick thereof 
through shed 5; shuttle 0 engages the supply of 
yarn h and, traveling from right to left, pulls a 
double pick thereof through shed 6; shuttle Us 
engages a supply of yarn i and, traveling from left 
to right, pulls a double pick thereof through shed 
‘l ; and shuttle r engages the supply of yarn 9' and, 
traveling from right to left, ‘pulls a double pick 
thereof through shed 8. _ - i - H 

Succeeding movements of heddles and shuttles 
are repetitious, of the above operations, which 
results in the formationv of a double fabric like 
that shown in Fig.‘ 1., , 
‘ As the. woven doublefabric islffed intermite 
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tently forward, the connecting pile yarns m and n 
are severed by a cutter and the two fabrics are 
wound around spike rolls, as disclosed in my said 
patent. 
The disclosure of mechanism to effect the above 

described operations is unnecessary, since such 
mechanism is fully illustrated and described in 
my said patent. However, the process embody~ 
ing my invention is not dependent for its oper 
ation upon any particular mechanism. Indeed, 
aside from’the necessity, from a practical com 
mercial standpoint, of providing a‘power loom 
adapted to practice the process, its practice is 
not dependent upon any particular mechanism. 
For example, the fabric may be woven on a hand 
operated loom. 
While the mechanism for effecting the above 

. described operations may be considered to involve 
little more than a duplication of the mechanism 
‘illustrated and described in my said patent, 
neither theiprocess nor the resultantfabric con 
stitutes a mere duplication, since the sheds are 
so formed that; there is produced, not two double 
fabrics each like the double fabric produced by 
the patented loom, but only one double fabric. 
That is, both of the processes produce double fab; 
rics, alike in that each single component fabric 
comprises two sets of binder warps and a set 
of stuffer warps, there being amset of pile warps 
common ‘to both fabrics. :While the fabric pro 
duced by the speci?c ‘process hereindescribed 
contains an additional set of pile (warps common 
to both fabrics, one of them might be omitted. 
The two fabrics, however, differ in that‘in the 

fabric disclosed in my said patent the single set 
of pile warps connect half the pairs of wefts 'of 
one fabric with half the pairs of wefts of the other 
fabric; while in the fabric produced by the process 
embodying the present invention each of the-two 
sets of pile warps connects one-fourth of the pairs 
‘of wefts Of one‘ fabric with ‘one-fourth of'the 
pairs of wefts of the other fabric. . . ‘ 

As above stated, it is n‘otqessential toutilize- two 
sets of pile warpasince eithenthe'pile warps m 
or the pile warps 11 maybe omitted, and in such a 
fabric, also, the single set of pile warps connects 
one-fourth of the pairs of wefts ofone fabric with 
one-fourth of the pairs of.;wefts.,of the other 
fabric. ‘ , : i j" T ‘ > 1 

, The advantage of the present‘ process, there 
fore, over the process practiced-in the said pat-7 
ented loom isunot that it produces two double 
fabrics instead oflone double fabric, but that it 
produces one double fabric havingfeatures in 
common with, but not identical ‘with, the fabric 
disclosed in the patent, at twice the speed at 
which the double fabric of, the patent is produced, 
and therefore at muchrover four ‘times the speed 
of production of ‘a single fabric on' an ordinary 
pile fabric loom; vConsidering the factor of 
higher practicable speed of travel ,of the shuttles 
and‘the factor of continuous operation‘without 
replenishment of the shuttles,._the speed of ‘pro; 
duction approximates, enemy exceed.‘ ?ve times 
the speed of production'iof the" ordinary loom. ‘ 

_ As {one of a numbersof possible modi?cations} 
each‘of the shuttles may at“ all ‘times traverse the 
loom on the same level, ?rst in one direction and 
then in the other direction. ,This ‘modification 
would ‘necessitate ~the ‘employment of eight‘ yarn 
supplies, fourl'at each sid'éiof‘the loom; ' ,1, , 

Less__desirably, instead of‘utilizingfour shuttles, 
of the kind described-infirm said tstsntiwhish 
are adapted to pull al'double pickyof yarn across 
ihé'loom each" serratereverse- "cur ‘dew 
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tween :the second named two sheds of binder 
warp‘ threads, and simultaneously inserting 
double picks of weft yarn between all of said 
sheds: thereby forming two woven fabrics, each 
comprising two sets of binder 1 warp threads 
united by pile threads common to both fabrics 
and engaging every fourth double pick of weft 
yarn. , , _ , 

g’ 5. The herein describedv process of weaving 
pile fabrics which comprises manipulating four 
sets of binder warp threads, two sets of stuffer 
warp threads and pile warp threads to form four 
sheds, one shed between one set of- binder warp 
threads and one set of stu?er warp threads, an 
adjacent second shed between pile warp threads 
and a second set-of binder warp threads, a next 
adjacent third shed between a third set of binder 
warp threads and the second set of stuffer warp 
threads, and a next adjacent shed between the 
second set of stu?er warp threads and the fourth 
set of binder warp threads, and providing four 
weft yarn supplies; inserting simultaneously 
double picks of weft yarns between the four 
sheds respectively and then releasing the yarns; 
then manipulating the four sets of binder warp 
threads to reverse the relative positions of the 
two ?rst mentioned sets of binder warp threads 
and of the two last mentioned sets of binder warp 
threads and so manipulating pile warp threads 
that the second shed is formed between the ?rst 
set of stui‘r‘er warp threads and the ?rst set of 
binder warp threads and that the third shed is 
formed between the fourth set of binder warp 
threads and pile warp threads; then inserting si 
multaneously double picks of weft yarn between 
the four sheds respectively and then releasing 
the yarns: thereby forming two woven fabrics, 
each comprising two sets of binder warp threads 
and a set of stuffer warp threads, united by pile 
warp threads common to both fabrics. 

6. The herein described process of Weaving pile 
fabrics which comprises manipulating four sets of 
binder warp threads, two sets of stu?er warp 
threads and two sets of pile warp threads to form 
four sheds, one shed between one set of binder 
warp threads and oneset, of stu?’er warp threads, 
an adjacent second shed between one set of-pile 
warp threads and a‘second set of‘ binder warp 
threads, a next adjacent third shedbetween a 
third set of binder warp threads and the other set 
of pile warp threads, and a next adjacent fourth 
shed between the second set of stuffer warp 
threads and the fourth set of binder warp 
threads, and providing four weft yarn'supplies; 
inserting simultaneously double picks of weft 
yarns between the four sheds respectively and 
then releasing the yarns; then manipulating the 
binder warp threads and pile warp. threads to 
reverse the relative positions of the two ?rst men~ 
tioned sets of binder warp threads, ,ofthe two 
last mentioned sets of binder warp threads and 
of the two pile warp threads; then inserting si 
multaneously double picks of weft between the 
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four sheds; respectively and then releasing the 
yarns; therebyjforming two woven fabrics, each 
comprising two setsv of binder, warp threads ‘and 
one set of stu?erwarp threads, united bytwo 
sets of pile warp threads common to both fabrics. 

7. The hereindescribed process of weaving pile 
fabric which comprises manipulating four sets of 
binder vwarp threads and two sets of pile warp 
threads to formfour'sheds, one shed between one 
set of binder warp threads ‘and one set of pile 
warp threads, an adjacent second shed between 
said set of pile warp threads and a second set of 
binder warp threads, a next adjacent third shed 
between a third set ‘of ‘binder warp threads and 
the other set of pile warp threads, and a next ad 
jacent fourth shed between the last named set of 
pile warp threads and‘ the fourth set of binder 
warp threads, and providing four yarn supplies; 
then inserting simultaneously double picks of weft 
yarns between the-four sheds respectively and 
then releasing the yarns; then manipulating the 
binder warp threads and pile warp threads to re 
verse the relative positions of the two ?rst men 
tioned sets of binder warp threads, of the two 
last mentioned sets of binder warp threads, and 
of the two sets of pile warp threads; then insert 
ing simultaneously double picks of weft yarns 
between the four sheds respectively and then re 
leasing the larn: thereby forming two woven 
fabrics each comprising two sets of binder warp 
threads united by two sets of pile warp threads 
common to both fabrics. ' 

8. The herein described process of weaving pile 
fabric which comprises manipulating four sets of ‘ 
binder warp threads and pile warp threads to 
form four sheds, one shed beingqbetween two 
sets of binder warp threads, an adjacent second 
shed between pile warp threads and one of the 
last named sets of binder warp threads, and each 
of the next two sheds between the other two sets 
of binder warp threads, andproviding four yarn 
supplies; then inserting simultaneously double 
picks of weft yarn between the four sheds respec 
tively and‘then releasing the yarns; then ma 
nipulating the four sets ‘of binder warp threads 
to reverse the relative positionseof the two ?rst 
mentioned sets of binder warp threads and of the 
two last mentioned sets of binder warp threads 
and so manipulating pile’ warp threads that the 
?rst and second shedsTare formed between the 
?rst named two sets of. binder Warp threads, the 
third shed between pile warp threads and one 
ofthe second named two sets of binder warp 
threads and the fourthv shed between the second 
named two sheds of binder warp threads, then 
simultaneously inserting double picks of weft yam 
between the four sheds respectively and then re 
leasing the yarns; thereby forming two woven 
fabrics, each comprising two sets of binder warp 
threads united by pile threads common to both‘ 
fabrics and engaging every fourth double pick of 
weft yarn. l l ., ‘ '. 

; JOSEPH L. BAKER. 


